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TRIALS REPORT
1 OBJECTIV ES
Introduction
In line w ith the Mineseeker Foundation objectives, the trial in Kosovo aimed to
promote Mine Action w hilst assisting the ongoing development of an effective airship
mounted landmine detection system.
The Mine Action Coordination Centre ( MACC) in Kosovo provided Mineseeker the
opportunity to continue tow ards its goals whilst providing immediate benefit to a
successful mine action programme through contributing to the speed and efficiency
of clearance operations saving both cost and risk to human life.
The MACC requirement w as simply for an aerial platform from w hich to observe and
photograph areas of Kosovo that w ere either not yet surveyed on the ground, or that
survey had failed to yield the necessary information. The information yield required
consisted primarily of cluster bomb strike site location or confirmation and minefield
site survey for assessment of visible indicators and for the purposes of logistic
planning.
Serb army minefields are generally w ell documented and indicated w ith either mine
signs or reference to a natural geographic feature or a man made marker.
Assistance to logistic planning includes assessment of minefield extent, entry routes,
cleared area for medivac and w hether the terrain is suitable for either mechanical
clearance tools, such as ploughs, or the use of Explosive Detection Dogs.
Clearance prioritisation may also be influenced by assessment of surrounding land
use.
The MACC provided a Statement of Requirement (overleaf) w hich formed a key input
to the objectives of the trial. Through fulfilling all or even parts of the Statement of
Requirement Mineseeker w ould add value to the mine clearance programme in
Kosovo.
Whilst the MA CC Statement of Requirement w as met by the provision of relatively
simple camera technology, the trial provided Mineseeker w ith an invaluable
opportunity to test its UWB SAR sensor for the first time in a 'real' environment.
The trial also provided an excellent opportunity to learn lessons and receive advice
from the mine action community w hilst raising the profile of the Mineseeker project
itself.
Summ ary of Objectives
To provide an increased survey capability to the United Nations Mine Action
Coordination Centre.
To improve the speed and efficiency of mine aw areness and clearance operations
saving cost and reducing risk to human life.
To assist Mineseeker future development through lessons learnt about the
management of an airborne survey in a post-conflict country, aircraft and crew
performance, concept of operation, and sensor performance.
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To highlight the w ork being undertaken in Kosovo, and Mine Action globally to raise
aw areness and thus funding and political support for the United Nations Mine Action
Policy.
Public Relations
The BBC covered Mineseeker activity and the deploy ment provided documentary
content and extended new s and current affairs coverage.
Tw o objectives of promoting mine action w ere achieved:
−

−

In territory exposure on media ( RTD and other internal television, Kosovar radio
stations) providing mine aw areness messages and opportunity for UNMIK and
KFOR to expose clearance plans and progress. In addition this w as
supplemented by use of the Mineseeker programme by mines aw areness teams
operating in remote areas of Kosovo.
Promulgation of mine action to global media including opportunities for UN MA CC
to brief journalists on status of programme, w ide objectives and achievements.
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UNITED NATIONS INTERIM ADMINISTRATION M ISSION IN KOSOVO
MINE ACTION COORDINATION CENTRE
O FFICE OF THE H UMANITARIAN COORDINATOR FOR K OSOVO

GUIDELINE STAT EM ENT OF REQUIREM ENTS (SOR) FOR MINESEEKER
ACTIVITIES
05.07.2000
A. MINEFIELDS AND RECORDED DANGEROUS AREAS
1. Locating and verifying the existence of recorded VJ (Serb Army) minefields,
including w here possible, identifying the reference points used by the VJ to
record the areas and any geographical features on VJ maps etc.
2. Identification and confirmation of the extent of the VJ minefields, including w here
possible recognition of patterns and row s that may be obvious and minefield
markers may be seen. This data can then be used to define the physical
parameter and therefore improve asset management (size of demining team etc).
3. Assess suitability of locations for other assets (dogs, machines etc).
4. Using the platform to define and improve logistic access, identify best routes for
clearance teams etc.
5. Assess potential land use and clearance priority.
6. Identify Dangerous Areas recorded in IMSMA and confirm/update this information
as appropriate.
7. Confir mation that fences and mine markers surrounding mined areas still exist .
8. Clearance impact analysis, post clearance survey and qualification of result.
B.

CLUSTER BOMB UNIT ( CBU) STRIKE AREAS

1) Identify CBU strike areas particularly related to know n coordinates w here no
surface evidence yet defined
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Identify strikes where coordinates are know n but a Level 1 or 2 survey
has not been completed. Deter mine the “footprint” of the strike area.
Search for and identify CBU strike areas that are not related to know n
coordinates.
Confir mation that perimeter fences and markers still exist .
Post clearance review of identified sites.

2) Produce detailed record of strike characteristic, define boundaries and prioritise
clearance and asset use.
3) Confir m IMSMA database land use and prioritisation data.

Postal Address: PO Box 515 or 596, 91000, Skopje, FY Republic of Macedonia Office Address: Kragujevacka, Pristina, Kosovo
Telephone: PTT (+381)-38-501397/8/9 Ext 5350 ; International +1-212-963 8442 Ext 5350; SatPhone : +871-762140596
Facsimile: International : +1-212-963 8113; SatFacsimile : +871-762140597

A UNOPS executed programme
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2 BACKGROUND
Introduction
An initial visit to Kosovo took place 30 June – 3 July 2000 as part of a programme of
visits, including Thailand and Cambodia, aimed at assessing the need and potential
utility of the Mineseeker proposition along w ith canvassing the views of the demining
community.
During this fact-finding visit the United Nations MACC in Kosovo identified a
requirement and requested that Mineseeker deploy a simple aerial reconnaissance
and survey tool.
The follow ing information w as gathered during this visit.
Terrain Description
Kosova is an administrative region previously part of the former Yugoslav republic.
The area is defined geographically by mountainous borders, w hich extend on each
side. The region is in effect diamond shaped approximately 120km X120km.
The central area is a largely flat plain w ith some small hill ranges up to 1000 metres.
The base altitude at Pristina is circa 550 metres.
To the North West the border w ith Montenegro is mountainous to a height of circa
2000m w ith the highest peaks due West of Pec at 2500 metres. (This area is
particularly craggy w ith sharp defined ridges and little in the w ay of foothills.)
To the North East the ridges rise more slow ly to 1750m in the North and 1000m in
the East. This border w ith Serbia is less significantly mined than others.
To the South East the border w ith Macedonia (and Serbia in the northern section) is
relatively high w ith the main ridge axis East of the pass to Skopje at 1400 metres,
West of the pass the mountains are steeper and more exposed w ith peaks to 2600
metres.
The South West faces Macedonia and Albania, here the mountains are stepped w ith
pasture and agriculture at various levels up to 1200 metres, the highest peaks reach
2400 metres. The ridgeline undulates significantly and there are passes through the
chain at Prizen at plain level and over the ridges w est of Dakovica under 1000m.
The central plain is predominately agricultural and there are large open areas,
ordnance and mine clearance has been completed in many areas.
The hills rising to the ridgelines tend to be used agriculturally and there are many
open and flat areas, although clearance is less complete. In the areas visited in the
South West there are extensive cleared plateaus (previously mined w ith anti tank
mines).
The hillsides are w ooded w ith sessile oak and other broadleaf vegetation and often
extensively covered in bracken. There are very significant risks of mines in most of
these areas.
Ordnance Distribution (as at July 2000)
There are both many minefields and cluster bomb strikes in Kosovo, w hich represent
an immediate threat to the local population. Regeneration and aid to the population is
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hampered by both the real and feared presence of both Mines and Unexploded
Ordnance (UXO).
There is good data from both Serb and NATO sources, and a very well organised
coordination of effort employing relatively sophisticated database and GIS
coordination. Immediate clearance and effective deployment of resource is restricted
by lack of detailed survey and primary identification of w here problems lie.
Cluster Bomblet strikes are w idespread over much of the country w ith roads,
emplacements and other military targets often poorly recognisable from the ground.
The strikes affect all terrain types including built up, w ooded and agricultural land.
In total NATO have identified 333 targets, many of w hich received multiple strikes.
Approximately 10% of these are cleared (surface and subsurface); another 10% have
full surface clearance and in total 169 are clear ly identified. Most w ork has covered
strikes close to population, i.e. in the main agricultural plain.
Serb Military records show a total of 620 Minefields of w hich 40% are close to
population, some 60% are s mall AP minefields predominately distributed on the
Macedonian and Albanian borders. The border fields often target tracks and paths
from the borders.
In addition the police and ministry of interior planted other minefields and these are
not mapped and tend to be unplanned, less structured and hard to identify. Tw elve
principal locations have been identified.
With returning refugees and KFOR activity over 4000 dangerous areas w ere
identified w ith Level 1 Survey, these numbers have been much reduced but 1000
areas are still regarded as hazardous.
The MACC have a developed three-year plan for clearance. Initial prioritisation on
dangerous areas w ithin 500m of population and w ithin 25m of roads. Subsequent
priority has been based on know n and defined fields, w hich can be rapidly cleared.
The survey of “difficult” terrain, w hich tends to be in the mountains has been a low er
priority, but this w ork is w eather contingent and prioritisation now reflects the high
resource level (18 active NGO and commercial demining agencies) and the very
good Serb Army records, making the Kosovo situation unique.
Additional information can be found on the MA CC w ebsite http://welcome.to/macckosovo/.
Needs
The MACC identified an urgent need for the immediate deployment of a
reconnaissance and survey tool to assist the United Nations’ coordinated mine action
operations in Kosovo. Despite the efforts of 18 de-mining organisations w orking in
country, mine casualties continue to occur at the rate of approximately 20 each
month and many thousands of people remain unable to return to their homes
because of the threat of mines and UXO. The three months from late August to
November 2000 provided an excellent opportunity to locate areas of mine and UXO
contamination from the air that could result in an immediate impact on the suffering of
the Kosovar people.
Field visits and extensive research indicated a range of applications for
reconnaissance and survey systems. The MA CC requirement w as for a simple and
proven optical survey device to locate the presence of mines and UXO lying on the
surface of the ground in many parts of Kosovo.
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Rapid deployment of Mineseeker w as considered necessary, w ith the preference
being late summer / autumn of 2000 in order that casualty numbers could be reduced
immediately through w ell targeted mine aw areness campaigning and so that the
Kosovo MACC could use the information gained over this period to prepare for the
start of the next de-mining season in March 2001. In this w ay the MACC could make
the optimum use of the scarce de-mining assets available to it.
The utility of Mineseeker
Mineseeker trials in Kosovo assisted the MA CC in its ability to build an accurate
picture of areas of mine and UXO contamination using aer ial observation. This w ill
help the MA CC prioritise deploy ment of resource and in particular reduce effort
currently wasted on trying to survey know n locations from the ground.
One NGO visited ( Minetech) suggested that a minefield clearance they had
undertaken over 7 months w ith four mine clearance teams of 9 people w ould have
been achieved in 3 months w ith simple aerial survey. The same operator had just
taken a w eek to clear an access path simply to look for a know n small minefield an
activity that w ould have been unnecessary with aerial survey.
Cluster Bomb strikes pose unique problems w ithin Kosova, over half of these have
not been adequately surveyed and the location of many has not yet been accurately
discovered. Currently ground based survey of 2km X 2km blocks w ith painstaking
walk through could be reduced w ith aerial identification of strike patterns.
Kosova is a recent conflict, evidence of both minefield and cluster bomb strike is
visible, data exists for location. It w as concluded that an aerial platform w ith proven
sensors would rapidly improve and speed up the process of demining and clearance
of UXO.
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3 OPTICAL SURVEY TRIAL
3.1 Method
Technical response to the UN MACC Statement of Requirement
A range of high performance Electro-Optic (EO) sensor systems are available
commercially off-the-shelf (COTS), including visible and ther mal band sensors.
These sensors are w idely used in a variety of roles.
Such sensor systems provide a real-time output that can be immediately interpreted
and exploited by a human operator. The mine action experience and terrain specific
know ledge embedded in an appropriately chosen ‘man-in-the-loop’ w as crucial to the
interpretation of this data –dur ing the trial Mineseeker had access to the MA CC
Threat Assessment Officer who directed survey operations and provided data
interpretation in the form of threat recognition.
The concept w as not simply to provide aerial photography, but rather to pursue the
concept of performing area searches in a fast and effective manner.
The ability of Mineseeker to immediately contribute to the airborne survey needs of
mine action in Kosovo using EO sensor systems w as driven by the availability of
Serbian Army minefield maps, show ing visual reference points and minefield
markers, along w ith the debris, strike sites and NATO information associated w ith the
Cluster Bomb strikes from the recent conflict.
Such 'secondary indicators' usually decay over time but w ill alw ays play an important
role in mined area survey. The less secondary indicators, the greater the need for
advanced sensing techniques such as Ultra Wideband Synthetic Aperture Radar
(UWB SAR) w hich can penetrate foliage and ground to uncover hidden indicators.
In Kosovo w e had the opportunity to survey the still evident secondary indicators of a
recent conflict in a role that provided immediate operational benefit using a COTS
sensor system loaned to Mineseeker by Wescam, Canada. This sensor incorporated
a 3-5 micron PtSi Infrared Imager w ith a daylight colour camera in a gimbal stabilised
ball that w as mounted on the front of the airship gondola. This can be seen below in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Wescam 14TS camera system.
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Along w ith a digital stills camera for w ide angle shots of search areas, the Wescam
provided a tool to enable the operator to zoom-in and closely examine areas of
interest or potential hazards.
KFOR Staffing
A Letter of Agreement (LOA) w as formulated betw een the UN MACC, KFOR, UK
MOD and the Italian MOD to allow the necessary coordination to take place and
permissions to be obtained to operate an airship in military airspace in a mine action
role.
Funding
The total cost of the Mineseeker trial in Kosovo w as approximately US$500,000. This
cost was primarily met by Virgin Atlantic w ith DERA, UK MOD, Wescam, Linde Gas
and North Face donating manpow er, equipment and services.
Deploym ent
MINESEEKER w as deployed as an asset to the MACC in Kosovo. Tasking of the
resource and decisions on how it could best be utilised w ere performed by the
MACC. The MACC tasking order is attached at the end of this document. Mineseeker
provided management and operational capability to ensure the MACC's objectives
could be met in the most cost-effective manner.
The Airship operated under direct command of the MA CC operations department,
daily tasking's being directed by the Threat Assessment Officer who was based w ith
the crew .
The optical survey operation consisted of two phases:
1.

To train the Threat Assessment Office in the use of the survey tool at his
disposal and to evaluate its performance against areas of interest.

2.

To over fly Dangerous Areas and photograph the area to prove or disprove
the existence of minefields and cluster strike footprints and perform area
reduction. To plot this information into the IMSMA database for future
clearance of the threat.

3.2 Results
Introduction
The Mineseeker Airship arrived in Kosovo on 4 October and departed on 16
November. During this time the airship flew for 96.1 hours (excluding radar trials flight
time), performing crew and operator training and surveying 30 sites of interest to the
MACC (producing 30 hours of video tape and 500 still pictures).
Survey pictures consist of a number of w ide-angle digital still photographs supported
by close in photographs cut from the Wescam video tape. The primary product is the
wide angle shots – w ith video stills providing 'evidence' w here possible. The Wescam
was provided as a tool to be used essentially as a 'pair of binoculars' to closely
examine areas of interest.
The IR channel of the Wescam received little use in this role due to the fact that IR
pictures are not as readily interpretable by an operator as visible band images.
The survey pictures have been delivered, along w ith a survey report for each site, to
the MACC for entry into the IMSMA database. Each survey report comprises the text
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written by the operator at the time of the search and a list of available w ide angle and
still video images.
The promotion of Mine Action internationally as w ell as the enhancement of mines
aw areness internally in Kosovo w ere clearly achieved through media coverage and
high public aw areness of the Mineseeker airship's presence and role in Kosovo.
The presence of the Threat Assessment Officer provided by the MACC, w ho
essentially operated the survey tool at his disposal w as view ed as essential –
providing immediate feedback and data interpretation.
Survey Summary
Date

Task
no
9100 0 8a

Mis

Box
size
1

9100 0 2a

Task Grid Area
Search Ctr
Ctr
schd
3 EN140 270
3 EN151 273

Town

Comment

Lukare

Ammo dump not tasked b ut
beli eved to be task. Only 3
(poor) still p ics.

3

9 CBU(U). Evide nce mun itions
but not specifica lly CBU

130km2 u nrea listic, specific
DANs (2 give n) covere d (Here
S). Only 2 (poor) still pics. No
tape rec

2

0 CBU(U). No evi denc e

7

3 CBU(U). Much de bris an d
cratering. No d irect evid ence
CBU

2

130 DN84 039 0

1 DN77 535 7

Cubre lj

Stills Video Summary

1010 00

9

3

3 EN165 175

3 EN165 175

Gracanica

1010 00

10

3

5 DN99 515 0

5 DN99 515 0

Goles

4

130 DN84 039 0

2 DN86 342 5

Mijaj lovic i

N Part as above

5

3 EM1858 60

3 EM1858 60

Glavica

2 DANs in giv en box. One as
advise d, other @ EM1808 63
not in IMSMA? Video rec ordi ng
whited o ut.

11

1 DN94 501 0

Duga

HALO Duga Stiml je

13

1010 00 2b

1110 00

16

1210 00 A

6

CBU(U). Evide nce (sid e pan els
and natur e of damag e)
9

1510 00

14

7

1 EM4129 44

1 EM4129 44

Pasjan e

1

1510 00

12

7

1 EM2329 52

1 EM2329 52

Zlatare

7

1510 00

15

1510 00 8b

7

1 EM2858 23

1 EM2858 23

Dubrav a

7

3 EN140 270

3 EN140 270

Lukare

Site as tasked

HALO

1610 00

17

8

2 EM1258 15

2 EM1258 15

1810 00

7

9

2 DN86 716 8

2 DN86 716 8

1810 00

6

9

2 DN65 009 5

2 DN65 009 5

Danj a
Semani a
Gradina
Mal
Voluj ak

1 DN59 207 2

Kralja ne

NPA Kralja ne
Marked as be ing i n Lake

1810 00 B

9

1810 00

11

9

1 DN53 703 8

1 DN53 703 8

Rado njick
o jezero

2010 00

35

10

1 DM412 94
8

1 DM412 948

Panosev a
c

2010 00

31

10

2 DM505 88
8

2 DM505 888

Zub

Zub

CBU evid ence (cas ings) n ot on
IMSMA

2110 00 C

11

1 DM500 875

Zub

CBU evid ence (cas ings) n ot on
IMSMA

1 DM490 860

Ruga e
Dakes

2310 00

30

12

1 DM490 86
0
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7 CBU(U). No evi denc e
14 No DAN. Cle ar evid ence of
CBU strike and BLU ev ide nce.
2 MF(U). No visible ev ide nce
10 No DAN. Cle ar evid ence of
bombi ng on ly.

24

68
6

10

1 DM500 875

26 MF(U). No visible ev ide nce

3

5

10

0 CBU(U), MF(U). No evide nce

4

8

2010 00 C

7 DU, CBU(S). Bomb strikes
evide nt but not CBU

14 CBU(U). Evide nce (sid e
pane ls)
0 CBU(S). No visib le evi denc e
6 CBU(S). Strike evide nce but no
debris.
19 MF(U). Active site only
evide nce.
4 CBU(U). Strike evid ent but no
debris se en
21 CBU(U), MF(U/C). Strike and
BLU evid ence. Dra gons teeth
MF markers. HALO working

9

7 CBU(U). Strike and d ebris
(BLU spid ers) evid ent.

29

13 No DAN. Stike evid ent and
debris (CB U side p ane ls)

13

12 MF(U). Dragons teeth. Flail /
dozer evi dent

2410 00

27

14

2 DM545 82
3

2 DM545 823

Goden

33

32 CBU(U). Strike evid ent. Poss
debris (si de pa nels)

2410 00

32

14

12 DM410 89
5

12 DM410 895

Samar

18

23 MF(U), CBU(U). MF cleara nce
evide nt but no CBU evi denc e

2410 00

33

14

12 DM376 93
0

12 DM376 930

Skate e
Rado nit

17

6 MF(U). Dragons teeth evi dent.
Holes w here mi ines h ave be en
removed (by w hom?)

1 DN59 207 2

Kralja ne

NPA Kralja ne

4 DN41 019 2

Zagrmlje

2010 00 too clos e dem ran ge,
2310 00 too hi gh for met conds
(2510 00 no d ems, weather
good)

2510 00 B
2510 00

15
5

15

4 DN41 019 2

2

7 MF(C). No evidenc e.

3110 00 D

16

1

Stajk

DSL site 1. No tape rec

16

MF(U). Flail l ines a nd remov ed
miine ro ws evid ent.

3110 00 E

16

1

Stajk

DSL site 2. No tape rec

17

MF(U). Clearanc e in pro gress.
No other evi denc e.

3110 00 F

16

1

Stajk

DSL site 3. No tape rec

10

MF(U). Clearanc e in pro gress.
No other evi denc e

3110 00 G

16

1

Stajk

DSL site 4. No tape rec

6

MF(U). Too high for full survey.
No evid ence si de lo okin g.

Exam ple results
The Wescam w as capable of producing pictures of the quality of figure 2, show ing a
Cluster Bomb side panel and associated debris. How ever, in anything other than
perfect flying conditions, this quality of image is rarely achieved in the absence of an
experienced camera operator. This is due to the fact that little movement of the
camera is required to s mear the image and make the quality of any still subsequently
cut from the video of poor quality.

Figure 2. CBU side panel and associated debris images w ith Wescam camera.
The MACC Threat Assessment Officer became sufficiently skilled at operating the
Wescam camera to fulfil its purpose – that of acting as a 'pair of binoculars' w hilst
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providing a recording of the evidence. The on-the-spot visual interpretation w as key.
Subsequent w ide-angle stills photography of the area of interest, after close
examination, provides the real 'product' of the search.
An example stills camera image of a minefield delineated by 'dragons teeth' markers
is show n below in figure 3.

Figure 3. Minefield delineated by 'dragons teeth' markers taken w ith stills camera
(T33S16)
Figures 4 below shows a compendium of images, progressively zooming in on an
area of interest. Note that the w ide ange shot provides very good geolocation.

Figure 4. Wide-angle still, 2x Wescam images (T10S11, V12, V8)
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Fences and posts marking possible or know n minefields can be examined figure 5.
Tracks through w oodland can be traced, figure 6 and mine markers at the end of
tracks identified, figure 7.
Defensive positions can be examined, figure 8 and the presence of clearance
plaques inspected, figure 9.
Minefields in the process of being cleared can be examined and mapped, figures 9,
10.

Figure 5. Possible minefield boundary fence (T17V14)

Figure 6. Examination of tracks through w oodland (T17S8)
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Figure 7. Mine markers at end of track (T30V6)

Figure 8. Defensive position (TCV9)
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Figure 9. Clearance plaque (T33S17)

Figure 9. Minefield in clearance (TBS15, S16)
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3.3 Perform ance Analysis
Perform ance against tasks
The follow ing spreadsheet shows which of the MACC tasks w ere not tackled (yellow )
and w hy, which were performed during the training period (red) and those of
particular interest (blue). The altitude limitations of an A60+ airship prevented
coverage of very high altitude sites. Greater input from the Mineseeker team into the
tasking process (which was generated by the MACC pre Mineseeker arrival in
Kosovo) would have resulted in less extremely high altitude task requests. An A150
airship w ill have a greater altitude ceiling – but still be unable to reach some of the
highest sites in Kosovo.
Date

Task Mis Box Task Grid Area Search Ctr
no
size Ctr
schd
9100 0 8a
1
3 EN140 270
3 EN151 273

Town

Comment

Lukare

Ammo dump not tasked b ut beli eved
to be task. Only 3 (poor) still pics.

9100 0 2a

130km2 u nrea listic, specific DA Ns (2
given) cov ered (H ere S). Only 2
(poor) still p ics. No tape rec

2

130 DN84 039 0

1 DN77 535 7

Cubre lj

Max
Summary
Height
700 CBU(U). Evide nce
munitio ns but not
specifica lly CBU
700 CBU(U). No evi denc e

1010 00

9

3

3 EN165 175

3 EN165 175

Gracanica

800 CBU(U). Much de bris
and crateri ng. No dir ect
evide nce CBU

1010 00

10

3

5 DN99 515 0

5 DN99 515 0

Goles

800 CBU(U). Evide nce (sid e
pane ls and n ature of
damag e)

4

130 DN84 039 0

2 DN86 342 5

Mijaj lovic i

N Part as above

882 DU, CBU(S). Bomb
strikes evide nt but not
CBU

5

3 EM1858 60

3 EM1858 60

Glavica

2 DANs in giv en box. One as adv ised,
other @ EM1808 63 not in IMSMA?
Video rec ordi ng wh ited out.

600 CBU(U), MF(U). No
evide nce

1 DN94 501 0

Duga

HALO Duga Stiml je

950 MF(U). No visible
evide nce

1010 00 2b

1110 00

16

1210 00 A
1510 00

6
13

7

1 EM4059 85

1510 00 Aborte d due to g/fire

1510 00

14

7

1 EM4129 44

1 EM4129 44

Pasjan e

500 CBU(U). No evi denc e

1510 00

12

7

1 EM2329 52

1 EM2329 52

Zlatare

700 No DAN. Cle ar evid ence
of CBU strike and BLU
evide nce.

1510 00

15

1510 00 8b

7

1 EM2858 23

1 EM2858 23

Dubrav a

7

3 EN140 270

3 EN140 270

Lukare

Site as tasked

2 EM1258 15

Danj a
Semani a

HALO

1610 00

17

8

2 EM1258 15

1610 00

18

8

1 EM2227 13

1610 00

20

8

1810 00

7

9

16 EM
1606 80
2 DN86 716 8

2 DN86 716 8

1810 00

6

9

2 DN65 009 5

2 DN65 009 5
1 DN59 207 2

Kralja ne

NPA Kralja ne

1 DN53 703 8

Rado njick
o jezero

Marked as be ing i n Lake

1810 00 B

9

Nothin g seen. Flyin g restricted du e to
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conditi ons
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evide nce
700 No DAN. Cle ar evid ence
of bombin g only.
700 CBU(U). Evide nce (sid e
pane ls)
800
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1000 CBU(S). No visib le
evide nce
500 CBU(S). Strike evide nce
but no debr is.
500 MF(U). Active site only
evide nce.
500 CBU(U). Strike evid ent
but no debr is seen

1810 00

11

9

1 DN53 703 8

2010 00

4

10

8 DN42 034 0

2010 00 clo ude d in, 231 000 too h igh

2010 00

5
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2010 00 too clos e dem ran ge, 231 000
too high for met conds (2 510 00 no
dems, weather g ood)

2010 00
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1 DM412 948
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c

400 CBU(U), MF(U/C).
Strike and BLU
evide nce. Drag ons teeth
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workin g

2010 00
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Zub

400 CBU(U). Strike and
debris (BL U spid ers)
evide nt.

1 DM500 875

Zub

2010 00 C

2110 00
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36

11

11 DN38 005 0

CBU evid ence (cas ings) n ot on
IMSMA
2110 00 Aborte d too hig h for met
conds, 241 000 too h igh for met conds
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1500
600

450 No DAN. Stike evid ent
and de bris (CBU si de
pane ls)
1000

2110 00 C
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1 DM500 875
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CBU evid ence (cas ings) n ot on
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5
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cleara nce evi dent but no
CBU evid ence
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evide nt. Holes wh ere
miines h ave be en
removed (by w hom?)

3110 00 D

16

1

Stajk

DSL site 1. No tape rec

MF(U). Flail l ines a nd
removed mi ine ro ws
evide nt.

3110 00 E

16

1

Stajk

DSL site 2. No tape rec

MF(U). Clearanc e in
progress. No oth er
evide nce.

3110 00 F

16

1

Stajk

DSL site 3. No tape rec

MF(U). Clearanc e in
progress. No oth er
evide nce

3110 00 G

16

1

Stajk

DSL site 4. No tape rec

MF(U). Too high for full
survey. No evid ence
side lo okin g.

-

1
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-

3

7 DN64 049 5

1800

-
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2 EM2556 60

-
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-

22

32 DM790 485

Too high

2500

-

23

43 DM655 640

2700

-

24

9 DM615 735

Too high - some of the DSL sites fal l
into this box
Too high

-

25

8 DM600 765

Heig ht poss but no we ather wi ndo w

1400

-

26

4 DM570 795

Heig ht poss but no we ather wi ndo w

1300

-

28

14 DM520 815

900

-

29

1 DM479 843

1000

-

34

2 DM367 974

Too high / terrain d ifficult overl app ing
Alban ian b order
Too high / terrain d ifficult overl app ing
Alban ian b order
Too high / terrain

-

37

1 DN31 505 3

Too high
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-

38

2 DN29 507 8

Too high

2300

-

39

1 DN34 207 8

Too high
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-

40
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-

41

6 DN26 510 5

Too high
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-

42

2 DN24 812 3

Too high

2300

500
2500

2000
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Perform ance against objectives
Mineseeker w as able to clearly meet all of its objectives in Kosovo.
☺ To provide an increased survey capability to the United Nations Mine Action
Coordination Centre.
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☺ To improve the speed and efficiency of mine aw areness and clearance
operations saving cost and reducing risk to human life.
☺ To assist Mineseeker future development through lessons learnt about the
management of an airborne survey in a post-conflict country, aircraft and crew
performance, concept of operation, and sensor performance.
☺ To highlight the w ork being undertaken in Kosovo, and Mine Action globally to
raise aw areness and thus funding and political support for the United Nations
Mine Action Policy.
Perform ance against MACC SoR
Mineseeker performed w ell against the MACC Statement of Requirement for an
airborne survey tool.
CLUSTER BOMB UNIT (CBU) STRIKE AREAS
Identify CBU strike areas particularly
related to know n coordinates w here no
surface evidence yet defined
Identify strikes where coordinates are
know n but a Level 1 or 2 survey has not
been completed. Determine the
“footprint” of the strike area.
Search for and identify CBU strike areas
that are not related to know n
coordinates.
Confir mation that perimeter fences and
markers still exist .
Post clearance review of identified sites.
Produce detailed record of strike
characteristic, define boundaries and
prioritise clearance and asset use.
Confir m IMSMA database land use and
prioritisation data.

Yes. CBU evidence positively identified
(side panels, bomblets, spiders)
Yes in tasks set. Areas tasked were
generally w ooded and footprint extent
clearly evident.
Not tasked. One found (identified by CBU
side panel – no IMSMA entry)
Not tasked but fences and marker
identification demonstrated.
Not tasked but demonstrated provision of
pictorial evidence of clearance lanes and
markers.
This is a decision process for the MACC
to make based on data supplied.
Not tasked but some decisions may be
made by MA CC based on data supplied.

MINEFIELDS AND RECORDED DA NGEROUS A REAS
Locating and verifying the existence of
recorded VJ (Serb Army) minefields,
including w here possible, identifying the
reference points used by the VJ to record
the areas and any geographical features
on VJ maps etc.

Tasks (w ithin operating limits) did not
provide opportunity, minefield w ere either
already clear or in clearance. Greater
use of IMSMA pre mission may have
provided sufficient information for this to
have been demonstrated in some cases.
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Identification and confirmation of the
extent of the VJ minefields, including
where possible recognition of patterns
and row s that may be obvious and
minefield mar kers may be seen. This
data can then be used to define the
physical parameter and therefore
improve asset management (size of
demining team etc).

Indicators such as fences and dragons
teeth identified, providing some boundary
information. Patterns and rows only
observed where clearance had disturbed
ground in such a fashion.

Assess suitability of locations for other
assets (dogs, machines etc).
Using the platform to define and improve
logistic access, identify best routes for
clearance teams etc.
Assess potential land use and clearance
priority.

MACC decision process based on data
supplied.
MACC decision process based on data
supplied.

Identify Dangerous Areas recorded in
IMSMA and confirm/update this
information as appropriate.
Confir mation that fences and mine
markers surrounding mined areas still
exist .
Clearance impact analysis, post
clearance survey and qualification of
result.

Data collected provided to MA CC for
IMSMA entry,

MACC decision process based on data
supplied.

Demonstrated.
MACC decision process based on data
supplied.

Platform Selection
A helicopter could have been used to perform most of the optical survey w ork and
would have been able to operate faster and at higher altitudes, how ever, a helicopter
cannot currently be used as a platform for the UWB radar. The use of an airship
provided a safe and able w orking environment and allow ed fulfillment of the
Mineseeker objectives and performed w ell against the MA CC Statement of
Requirement. The future use of the larger A150 airship w ill provide improved altitude
and speed performance. No other civilian aircraft are currently allow ed to operate in
this role in Kosovo, nor are any available for charter, hence cost comparison w ith a
helicopter is difficult.
Value
The value provided by Mineseeker in Kosovo w ill alw ays be dif fic ult to quantify.
How ever, the first stage in this process is to monitor use of Mineseeker data during
the remainder of the Kosovo mine clearance programme and gather feedback from
users. This process w ill begin in consultation w ith the MA CC at the beginning of the
2001 clearance programme.
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4 RADAR T RIAL
4.1 Method
Technical
'Secondary indicators' usually decay over time but w ill alw ays play an important role
in mined area survey as demonstrated in the optical survey part of this trial. The
fewer secondary indicators are, the greater is the need for advanced sensing
techniques such as Ultra Wideband Synthetic Aperture Radar (UWB SA R) w hich can
penetrate foliage and ground to uncover hidden indicators.
DERA has developing an Ultra Wideband Synthetic Aperture Radar (UWB SAR)
capable, but not until now demonstrated, of detecting buried objects, such as
landmines. Impulse radar techniques are employed to provide w hat is believed to be
the w orld’s w idest bandw idth, highest resolution radar of its type.
An exceptionally high resolution is achievable using this type of radar. For a given
mean frequency, the resolution achievable by UWB SA R is significantly greater than
for conventional narrow -band radar. High resolution w hilst operating at low mean
frequencies is unique to Ultra Wideband Radar systems and is crucial to achieving
foliage and ground penetration. The radar range resolution is deter mined by the
transmitted pulse duration – high range accuracy implies very short pulse duration.
This resolution, coupled w ith exceptionally high digitisation rates allows detection of
even plastic Anti-Personnel Landmines.
An airship provides a mobile, stable, low vibration platform that is relatively free from
metal, making it the ideal platform for UWB radar.
A significant degree of capability has been demonstrated successfully in Mineseeker
trials at DERA Pershore, validating the airportability and interoperability w ith the
proposed platform w hilst baselining the current level of performance of the prototype
UWB SAR. This trial w as the first of its type.
The UWB SAR has been modified to include a polar imetric capability since its last
trial in January 2000.
The Mineseeker prototype UWB SAR w as flow n for the first time in Kosovo in an
operational theatre to gather ‘real’ data and add operational know ledge to the
process of further development.
The radar installation is show n in figure 10.
KFOR Staffing
The radar trial w as included in the KFOR staffing process for the Mineseeker
deploy ment to Kosovo.
Funding
The Mineseeker radar trial w as funded as a part of the overall deployment to Kosovo.
Deploym ent
The third, and final, phase of the Mineseeker operation in Kosovo w as to test the
prototype radar system and gather data to aid its development tow ards a capability to
positively identify mined areas and sub munitions on the ground and therefore reduce
the area being searched by the mine and battle area clearance organisations.
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The radar w as tested against surface laid, foliage obscured and buried mines and
UXO. FFE mines and UXO w ere supplied by the MACC, in addition to the usual
calibration targets, and the radar tested against these targets at Waterloo Lines.
Additionally, and most importantly, the UWB SAR w as tested against the MACC EDD
accreditation site – a fully ground truthed live mine site used for accreditation of
Explosive Detection Dogs. (A content of a small number of the mine boxes on this
test site w ere disclosed to Mineseeker for validation purposes – these boxes were
'practice areas' and not used for accreditation).
Both the Waterloo Lines test site and the EDD accreditation site w ere of strategic
importance during the conflict in Kosovo – w ith the result that both sites are
realistically uneven, cratered and littered w ith the debris of conflict.

Figure 10. UWB SAR Installation
4.2 Results
Introduction
The Mineseeker Airship began the radar trial (fit began) on 8 November and
completed the trials on 13 November. During this time the airship flew for 7.1 hours
performing radar tests against a fully ground truthed live mine test site and other test
areas.
The radar trial clearly demonstrated ability to image surface laid and buried mines
and UXO.
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Exam ple Results
Each of the results show n are raw data that has been subject to SAR processing
(focussing) only. No further data processing techniques, detection or discrimination
algorithms have been applied.
The data w as collected from 60-70feet altitude w ith the radar antennas pointed at 45
degrees to the ground. All plots have azimuth and range sample points of
approximately 15mm. In all cases the azimuth direction (direction of airship travel) is
along the front of the plot and the range direction (distance from the radar to the
target) is along the side of the plot. Amplitudes of scattered energy are relative
values. Both VV and HH polar isations w ere collected, the polarisation displayed is
indicated in the figure caption.
Target locations have been confirmed through matching know n locations (paint
markings) seen by a video camera co-boresighted w ith the radar antenna. The time
code has been matched to the radar data recorded to verify correct target locations.

Figure 11. Surface laid calibration sphere, HH polar isation

Figure 12. Surface laid Mortar round (inert), VV polarisation
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Figure 13. Surface laid RBL755 (Cluster Bomb sub-munition - inert), VV polarisation

Figure 14. Above ground PMR2a (stake mine - inert), VV polarisation

Figure 15. Buried TMM1 (metal anti-tank mine – inert), VV polarisation
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Figure 16. Buried RBL755 ( Cluster Bomb sub-munition – inert), HH polarisation

Figure 17. Buried Mortar round – inert, VV polarisation
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Figure 18. Buried Handgrenade – Live, VV polarisation

Figure 19. Buried PMR2a – Live, VV polarisation
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4.3 Conclusion
The results exceeded that expected of the prototype radar system. The clear
demonstration of buried mine detection in realistic environments has given a high
degree of confidence that the required performance increase for a deployable system
can be achieved by a fully developed system. Such results allow the calculation of
the performance increase likely achievable from a developed system.
The application of further data processing techniques, detection and discrimination
algorithms w ill have the effect of further reducing the background 'noise' in recorded
radar data and of enhancing the size and quality of the detected signal. This w ill
enhance the ability of the radar to be able to see small mines in difficult terrain along
with the proposed hardw are improvements during the development phase.
It should be noted that the graphical representation of results in this report is for
illustrative purposes only. The results from a developed system w ill be show n as
markers on a map or photographic image overlay.
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5 LESSONS L EARNT
This is a living list that w ill evolve w ith time as further feedback is received.
Platform
−

A larger capability airship is required to increase operating height, payload (to
allow carriage of sensor operator and EOD man-in-the-loop).

Tasking
−

The Mineseeker team need to have more input into the task planning process.
This w ould prevent unrealistic taskings in ter ms of height or distance and ensure
that full task information (such as IMSMA records) are made available. This
obviously requires a suitable Mineseeker representative to be in theatre prior to
the operation start for some period of time. This w ould also improve planning and
inter-agency coordination.

Logistics & Adm inistration
−

Despite the successful deloployment of Mineseeker to Kosovo, the required level
of staffing and planning w as ambitious in the time scales – delaying entry to
Kosovo w ould have shortened the available application through expected
weather restriction (not least of w hic h snow cover) so a concious decision w as
made to absorb lessons and modify procedures 'on-the-hoof'. Not w ithstanding
the above a large number of logistic and administrative lessons have been learnt
and are the subject of internal reports.

Optical Survey Trials
−
−
−
−
−
−

An experienced camera operator in addition to an EOD expert 'man-in-the-loop' is
necessary to ensure quality of data and to maximise the value of the man- in-the
loop for directing the search.
Sufficient human resources need to be available to facilitate full and timely
debriefings of the flight crew, in particular the EOD man-in-the loop.
It is important to ensure that the sensor is matched to the requirement ( i.e. IR
capability, resolution etc). Requirements need to be defined early in the planning
phase.
Technical support to equipment in the field needs to be further addressed w hen
employing third party equipments.
Integration of the sensor w ith (working) GPS to provide full map overlay capability
is highly desirable.
A better hand-controller for the camera is desirable for long duration operations.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
The Mineseeker optical survey trial in Kosovo met all of its objectives and performed
well against the MACC Statement of Requirement for an airborne survey tool.
The ability to operate an airship and to integrate w ith a mine action programme in a
post-conflict environment has been proven, albeit in only one unique environment,
how ever, many lessons learnt are transferable to other environments. Background
operability, both geographical and political, is covered by TLG's previous experience
in four continents.
The development of the radar w ill be enhanced by the trial results from a real
environment, but the simple lesson learnt is that the prototype shows very tangible
performance and provides us w ith great confidence that w ith development the
system w ill have very real utility.
Lessons learnt and advice given from the MACC and the resident demining
community w ill form a valuable backbone for both development and future
operations. The extensions of such lessons and advice are an ongoing process and
key to the success of the project.
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7 RECOMMENDATIONS
Having demonstrated the ability to operate an airship and to integrate w ith a mine
action programme in a post-conflict environment along w ith providing a useful optical
survey capability and improved radar performance in a real environment, it is
recommended that the Mineseeker system, w ith both radar and optical capabilities
should be developed into an asset that can be fully deployed.
To do this the lessons learnt and advice received from the MACC and the resident
demining community must be further developed and applied to the current concept of
operations, in turn informing the development process. The extensions of such
lessons and advice, in particular monitoring of the use and value during 2001 of the
optical survey data provided to the MACC, are an ongoing process and key to the
success of the project.
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8. KFOR CONCEPT APPROVAL

K
F
O
R

K

IO

HEADQUARTERS KOSOVO FORCE
CHI EF OF STAFF

O
P

Telephone: 00389 91 685580
Facsimile: 00389 91 685550

August 26, 2000
Mr. John Flanagan
UNMIK MACC
Pristina, Kosovo
Subject: Concept Approval for UNMIK MACC ( UNMACC) MINESEEKER Airship
Operations in KFOR AOR
Dear Mr. Flanagan:
General concept approval for Kosovo Force (KFOR) support to the UNMIK
Mine Action Coordination Center's (UNMA CC's) MINESEEKER Airship operations is
hereby granted. Detailed instruments of agreement and understanding w ill be staffed
by HQ KFOR MAIN JENGR w ith which you already have a close working
relationship.
KFOR understands that the mission of the MINESEEKER Airship w ill be to
conduct airborne survey of unexploded ordnance and mined areas for the purpose of
expediting the UNMA CC clearance process, and that the airship missions w ill be
tasked and coordinated from the UNMACC in Pristina. KFOR further understands
that MINESEEKER w ill provide a liaison officer to the UNMACC throughout the
operation.
HQ KFOR MA IN JENGR w ill coordinate and plan KFOR support to the
UNMACC MINESEEKER operation w ith J3 Air, AOCC, J6, PIO and other KFOR HQ
staff as necessary. Subject to the successful execution of formal agreements to the
follow ing effect, the UNMA CC MINESEEKER Airship has KFOR per mission to
operate in the airspace across the KFOR Area of Responsibility, w ith the associated
support usually extended to military helicopters (under w hich rules it w ill operate).
Again, subject to finalizing a formal agreement, the UNMACC MINESEEKER
operation has KFOR preliminary permission to establish a fixed operating base at the
Dakovica APOD.
The UNMACC MINESEEKER operation has KFOR support w ithin its
capabilities for the provision of crew dining and living accommodations, theatre
identification cards, new augmentee type briefings, and in-theatre emergency support
to the operation, such as Search and Rescue, MEDEVA C, and fire fighting. The
foregoing support and permissions are granted w ith the understanding that formal
agreements w ill be written and executed, that KFOR incurs no expense or liability for
the operation, that all support is subject to provision on a reimbursable basis w here
necessary and appropriate.
Sincerely,
//Original Signed//
Harald QUIEL
Brigadier General, GE A
KFOR Chief of Staff
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9. MACC TASKING ORDER

UNITED NATIONS INTERIM ADMINISTRATION M ISSION IN KOSOVO
MINE ACTION COORDINATION CENTRE
O FFICE OF THE H UMANITARIAN COORDINATOR FOR K OSOVO

28 September 2000
TASKING ORDER FOR MINESEEKER AIRSHIP
BACKGROUND
1.The United Nations (UN), Mine Action Co-ordination Centre (MACC) has identified a
requirement for an Airship equipped w ith enhanced photographic technology to conduct
aerial reconnais sance of suspected mined and dangerous areas.
2.This capacity w ill be deployed under operational control of MACC operations and
specific tasking w ill come from the Threat Assessment Officer. The core tasking for
the airship is to perform survey w hic h w ill identify the existence and extent of
minefields and cluster strike sites in the province still to be substantiated as they are
inaccessible due to being in either heavily w ooded or mountainous terrain.
3. This core task w ill be preceded by a short period of training and system evaluation
by the Threat Assessment Officer. Follow ing the completion of the core task a short
period of testing of the Mineseeker prototype radar system w ill take place.
AREA OF OPERATION
3.The Airship and crew w ill be based and administered in Podujevo initially and move
to Dakovica once training and system evaluation have been conducted, returning to
Podujevo for the radar trial. The airship w ill over fly targets in the West, South, East
and Centre w here the main threats from minefields and CBU strikes exist.
4. A complete set of 1:50,000 maps (MGRS) and IMSMA 1:25,000 maps of specific
areas w ill be provided as w ell as a laptop computer installed w ith the IMSMA
mapping system for threat assessment on request.
SITUATION
5. Since the conclusion of hostilities and the start of mine clearance operations in the
province previously undisclosed information has subsequently come to light that pin
points a number of minefields and cluster strikes in either heavily w ooded or
mountainous areas that are inaccessible by road or track. Because of the
remoteness of these Dangerous Areas it has previously been impossible to conduct
reconnaissance of them or get an accurate picture of the extent of the Minefields or
cluster strikes.

Postal Address: PO Box 515 or 596, 91000, Skopje, FY Republic of Macedonia Office Address: Kragujevacka, Pristina, Kosovo
Telephone: PTT (+381)-38-501397/8/9 Ext 5350 ; International +1-212-963 8442 Ext 5350; SatPhone : +871-762140596
Facsimile: International : +1-212-963 8113; SatFacsimile : +871-762140597

A UNOPS executed programme

6. The new information on cluster strikes requires verifying so that a footprint of the
extent of the strike can be plotted into IMSMA and any subsequent clearance task
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can be planned and executed by the MACC, or if disproved the Dangerous Area can
be removed from the database.
MISSION
Phase One:
7. To train the Threat Assessment Office in the use of the survey tool at his disposal
and to evaluate its performance against areas of interest.
Phase Two:
8. To over fly Dangerous Areas and photograph the area to prove or disprove the
existence of minefields and cluster strike footprints and perform area reduction. To
plot this information into the IMSMA database for future clearance of the threat.
Phase Three:
9. To test the prototype radar system and gather data to aid its development tow ards
a capability to positively identify mined areas and subs munitions on the ground and
therefore reduce the area being searched by the mine and battle area clearance
companies.
CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
Phase One:
10. The MA CC Threat Assessment Officer will be trained in the use of the
Mineseeker camera system, evaluate its performance against areas of interest. This
will be a valuable period during w hich lessons will be learnt and applied to the core of
the operation.
Phase Two:
11. The MA CC Threat Assessment Officer in conjunction w ith the operations
department w ill assign tasks for aerial survey and photography in priority order.
12. The tasks w ill be issued in the form of IMSMA Dangerous Area reports w ith
mapping also provided by IMSMA, the area w ill be over flow n and photographed and
a realistic assessment of the threat made by MA CC operations for future tasking or
removal from the database.
13. Information gathered w ill be delivered to the MACC and the IMSMA updated if
necessary and included in task dossiers for future clearance. This w ill also aid area
reduction and speed up the clearance of the threat.
Phase Three:
14. The prototype radar system w ill be tested and radar data collected from some of
the minefields and CBU sites verified in Phase Tw o. This w ill inform the further
development of the radar system tow ards a capable tool for mined area and CBU
detection. A radar operator w ill operate the radar in the airship during this period. The
Threat Assessment Officer w ill monitor the trial and provide advice to the radar
development team on the application of this tool to mine action.
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CO-ORDINATING INST UCTIONS
Tim ings
15. After initial flying trials and testing of equipment at Podujevo the Airship and crew
will move to Dakovica for the remainder of Phase 2 of the deployment. The airship
will return to Podujevo for the radar trial. The airship w ill w ork on a five day basis w ith
tw o days dow n time required for maintenance and crew rest, during the w orking days
the Airship is limited to a maximum of six hours flying. Rest days w ill w here possible
coincide w ith bad w eather days.
15. Because the Airship is dependent on the w eather to be able to fly a fixed
schedule of timings cannot be adhered to and w ill be left to the discretion of the pilots
and crew . Where possible the MACC operations department w ill be kept informed
and de-briefed on the previous day’s activities, all information entered into IMSMA
and any future tasks discussed and agreed upon.
Reporting
15. The threat Assessment officer w ill issue tasks and accompany the Airship on a
daily basis, the Airship w ill attempt to over fly as many Dangerous Areas as possible.
The limiting factors being the w eather, time of flight to destination, altitude of site of
interest and the accuracy of the photographic equipment onboard
Medical
16. The Airship has its ow n on board medical kit for the treatment of minor injuries,
the crew vehicle w ill carry a trauma pack should any major injur ies occur, casevac
will be to the nearest military hospital.
17. A list of medical facilities and helicopter landing sites w ill be available on request
and any casevac by helicopter that is required w ill be co-ordinated by MACC
operations.
Transport
18. A vehicle w ill be provided by the MACC for use by the Threat Assessment officer
to be able to report the progress of the Airship to the MACC operations department
and to enter information gathered into IMSMA. The Airship crew will use their vehicle
for daily travel and w hen working in support of the Airship.
Equipment
19. The Airship w ill come fully self sufficient w ith its own back up crew and equipment
including communications, optical and radar sensors and an imagery exploitation
workstation. The equipment to be supplied to the Airship from the MA CC is as
follow s,
a.
b.

Four w heel drive vehicle for use by the Threat Assessment Officer.
Laptop computer w ith IMSMA database installed, mapping can be obtained
on request.
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Security
20. Airship security when operating outside of the Podujevo and Dakovoca military
bases w ill be coordinated w ith UNMIK Police. Crew security w hen outside of military
bases is their ow n responsibility. Daily security briefings on the situation in the area
to be w orked in w ill be obtained from the nearest KFOR military base, CIMIC Centre
or from MACC operations.
21. KFOR passes w ill be required for all members of the crew to allow them entrance
to the various military facilities w here they will be accommodated and for liaison
betw een KFOR representatives and Airship crew .
22. The KFOR liaison officers in MNB West and MNB South w ill be required to be on
standby to liaise w ith the relevant KFOR representatives should any problems w ith
the deploy ment of the Airship arise.
COMMAND AND COMMUNICATION
23. The Airship w ill operate under direct command of the MACC operations
department, daily tasking w ill be directed by the Threat Assessment Officer w ho will
be based w ith the crew .
24.The Airship w ill carry its own VHF communications equipment and become part of
the MACC radio net and be assigned a callsign in conjunction w ith the MACC
callsign matrix.
25. The Threat Assessment Officers vehicle is equipped w ith a vehicle mounted radio
and hand held radios are also available from MACC operations.
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TLG is Britai ns onl y acti ve airship operati ng company and, with a fleet of 17 Lightships ( out of onl y 23 airships
operating worldwi de) is als o the world's leadi ng airship company. Lights hips are now fl ying on 5 c ontinents in the
advertising and aerial fil ming role for suc h compani es as Anheuser-Busc h (Budweiser), Sanyo, Monster.c om,
Goodyear, Mazda cars, Virgin Atlantic and Mastercard. In addition to offic es in T elford, Shr ops hire and Orlando,
Florida, The Lights hip Group has recentl y opened offices in Singapore to manage the expected growth in advertising
airships across the pacific rim in the next few years. The Lights hip Gr oup os part of the Virgin Group of Companies,
TLG currently employs 300 staff.
2
DERA is an Agenc y of the UK Ministry of Defence (MOD) and inc orporates the bulk of the MOD's non-nuclear
research, tec hnology and test and evaluation establishments. DERA is one of Europe's largest single res earch
organisations. Among its 12,000 staff DERA employs many leading scientists and internationally acclai med experts.
It offers a unique range of s er vices spanning operati onal s tudies and anal ysis, test and evaluati on, applied research
and cons ultanc y. DERA's pioneering research and development includes the invention of Liquid Cr ystal Displays
(LCDs), carbon fibre, the tec hnolog y for flat panel speakers, infra-red sensors and microwave radar.
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